# Student Organizations at FALLFEST 2018

## Academic (1-42)
- Aupower Association
- American Mock World Health Organization UNC-Chapel Hill Chapter
- Association of Nursing Students
- BSBA Marketing Club
- Carolina Analytics and Data Science
- Carolina International Relations Association
- Carolina Math Club
- Carolina Pre-Optometry Association
- Carolina Pre-Physician Assistant Association
- Carolina Tech Explorers
- Carolina THINK
- Feelin’ DNA
- Helping Give Away Psychological Science
- Kappa Epsilon Professional Pharmacy Fraternity - Lambda Chapter
- Mentoring Future Leaders in Pharmacy
- National Society of Black Engineers
- National Student Speech Language Hearing Association - Undergraduate
- NC-CHCAP Health Careers Club
- OUR Student Advisory Board
- Pre-Physical-Occupational Therapy Club
- Pre-Veterinary Club of UNC-CH
- Promoting Innovations and Collaborations in Health
- Public Policy Majors Union
- Student Organization for Undergraduate Literature
- TAMID
- The Gardening and Ethnobotany in Academia Project
- The Global Studies Student Association of UNC-Chapel Hill
- The Medical Dialogue
- The Roosevelt Institute
- The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Undergraduate Healthcare Club
- UNC Chapel Hill Biomedical Engineering Club
- UNC Chapter of NOBOCHE
- UNC-CH Finance Society
- UNC-CH Pre-Pharmacy Club
- UNC-CH Psychology Club
- UNC-CH Undergraduate Research Society
- UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Team
- UNC-Chapel Hill Consult Your Community
- Undergraduate Accounting Club
- Undergraduate Business-Technology Club
- Undergraduate National Dental Association
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Future Leaders in UX

## Cultural - International (43-65)
- Arab Student Organization
- Asian Students Association
- Carolina Celtic Society
- Carolina Go Club
- Carolina Otaku Uprising - UNC Anime Club
- Chinese Undergraduate Student Association
- From Houses to Homes UNC - Chapel Hill
- Global Heels - International Students Organization
- Hmong Student Association of Carolina
- Japan Club at UNC-CH
- Kay Blása Recycling
- Korean-American Student Association
- Mi Pueblo
- Mixed Asian Students’ Heritage Club
- Monsun
- Organization for African Students’ Interests and Solidarity
- Pacific Islander Student Association
- Romance Language and Culture
- Sangam
- The Bridge
- UNC-CH Ek Toal
- UNC-CH Pera Pera Japanese Chat Club
- Vietnamese Student Association

## Faith & Religion (66-94)
- Acts 2 Fellowship at UNC-Chapel Hill
- Adventist Christian Fellowship-Carolina
- Agape Campus Ministry
- Bahá’í Student Association
- Campus Christian Fellowship at UNC-CH
- Chabad Student Group at UNC-CH
- Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
- Cooperative Baptist Student Fellowship
- Cru at UNC-Chapel Hill
- Fellowship of Christian Athletes
- First Durham Carolina
- Grace@UNC-CH
- Hindu YuVA
- InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
- Journey Christian Fellowship
- Klesia Christian Fellowship: UNC-CH
- Lutheran Campus Ministry
- Muslim Students Association
- NC Study Center
- Newman Catholic Student Center Parish
- Orthodox Christian Fellowship at Chapel Hill
- Presbyterian Campus Ministry
- Reformed University Fellowship
- Secular Students of Carolina
- The Gov at Carolina
- To The Well
- UNC Hillel
- UNC-CH Delight Ministries
- University Bible Fellowship at UNC

## Fraternity & Sorority (95-130)
- Alpha Chi Sigma Professional Chemistry Fraternity
- Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. Theta Pi Chapter
- alpha Kappa Delta Phi
- Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. Mu Zeta Chapter
- Alpha Pi Omega Sorority, Inc.
- Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society
- Beta Nu Theta Service Fraternity
- Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Incorporated
- Delta Sigma Pi International Fraternity
- Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated

## Ideology & Politics (131-136)
- bridgeUNC-CH
- Feminist Students United
- Turning Point USA
- UNC-CH College Republicans
- UNC-CH Science Policy Advocacy Group
- UNC-CH Young Democrats

## Media (137-141)
- Cellar Door
- Student Television
- The Health Humanities Journal of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- The Well-Being Magazine
- WXTC Chapel Hill 89.3 FM

## Performance (142-166)
- Bhangra Elite
- Blank Canvas
- Carolina Jams
- Carolina Style Dance Company
- Carolina Swing Dance Club
- Carolina Tap Ensemble
- Carolina Tar Heel Voices
- Chapel Hill Chalkbaa
- Chapel Hill Players
- Company Carolina
- False Profits
- Kamikazi Hip Hop Dance Team
- LABI Theatre
- Misconception Dance Company
Service (167-241)
A Moment of Magic Foundation 167
All Caring Together 168
Alpha Phi Omega 169
American Red Cross Club of UNC-CH 170
Appalachia Service Project at UNC 171
APPLES Service-Learning Program 172
ArtHeels 173
Autism Society of North Carolina UNC-CH Campus Chapter 174
Autism Speaks U - UNC-CH 175
Blueprints for Pangaea 176
Campus Y 177-191
Carolina Best Foot Forward 192
Carolina Cupboard 193
Carolina For The Kids Foundation 194
Carolina Pediatric Attention Love and Support 195
Carolina Platelet Partners 196
Carolina Tutoring English Language Learning Students 197
CURE UNC-CH 198
Development for All 199
Dive In: Chapel Hill 200
Food Recovery Network at Chapel Hill 201
Fun Activities, Academics, Service and Togetherness 202
Girls Engineering Change, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapter 203
Global Brigades 204
Globed at UNC-CH 205
Growth International Volunteer Excursions 206
Happy Kids Healthy Kids 207
Healthy Girls Save the World 208
Heeling in Harmony 209
Heelraisers Student Giving Council 210
Herban at UNC-CH 211
International Justice Mission at UNC-CH 212
Love for Ladies 213
Mirabela’s Miracle at Carolina 214
Moneythink 215
Musical Empowerment at UNC-CH 216
No Lost Generation 217
Nutrition Coalition 218
Operation Building Courage 219
Operation Smile - UNC Chapel Hill 220
Outreach 360 of UNC-CH 221
Pencils of Promise at UNC-CH 222
PERIOD at UNC-CH 223
Project Dinah 224
Project Rural India Social and Health Improvement 225
Project Sunshine - Carolina 226
Relay for Life of UNC-CH 227
Roc Solid Carolina 228
ScienceDays 229
Special Olympics UNC-CH 230
Splash UNC 231
STEAM Outreach Achievement Recreation 232
Student National Pharmaceutical Association 233
Sustainable University-Community Collaborative Exchange for Educational Development at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 234
The Helping Hand Project 235
The Superhero Project 236
Timmy Global Health at UNC-Chapel Hill 237
UNC Chapter of Children’s Rights and You 238
UNC Refugee Community Partnership 239
UNC-CH Circle K 240
UNC-CH Habitat for Humanity 241
Special Interest (242-293)
Active Minds at Carolina 242
Adoption Education 243
ASDA Pre-Dental Chapter at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 244
Association for Carolina Emergency Response and Injury Prevention 245
AWM Chapter UNC-Chapel Hill 246
Black Student Movement 247
Carolina Animators Anonymous 248
Carolina Athletic Association 249
Carolina Barbell 250
Carolina Beekeeping Club 251
Carolina Boxing 252
Carolina Crafts and Tea Society 253
Carolina Cubing Club 254
Carolina Curls 255
Carolina Disc Golf 256
Carolina Fever 257
Carolina Fishing Club 258
Carolina General Aviation 259
Carolina Kendo Club 260
Carolina Pre-Medical Association 261
Carolina Recreational Tennis 262
Carolina Sport Business Club 263
Carolina Wildlife Information and Science Education 264
Chapel Hill Film Society 265
Design for America UNC-CH 266
Dialectic and Philanthropic Societies 267
Easing Abroad Students Entry 268
FLO Food 269
Maker Network 270
Minority Association of Pre-Health Students 271
Out-Of-State Student Association 272
Recreational Women’s Lacrosse 273
Renewable Energy Special Projects Committee 274
Sexuality and Gender Alliance 275
Student Friends Of The Ackland Art Museum 276
Student Honor Advocates 277
Tar Heel History Society 278
Tar Heel Outreach Program 279
Tar Heel Rifle and Pistol Club 280
The Climate Reality Project Campus Corps: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapter 281
To Write Love on Her Arms University Chapter at Carolina 282
UNC-CH Health Occupations Students of America 283
UNC-CH Men’s Lacrosse Club 284
UNC-CH Mental Health Ambassadors 285
UNC-CH Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps 286
UNC-CH Shotokan Karate 287
UNC-CH Women’s Squash Club 288
UNC-Chapel Hill Esports 289
Undergraduate Art Association 290
Undergraduate Family Medicine Interest Group 291
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Gaelic Athletic Association 292
Vegans for Peace UNC-CH 293
Student Government (294-300)
Executive Branch of Student Government 294
Graduate and Professional Student Federation 295
Honor System Outreach 296
Residence Hall Association 297
Student Attorney General Staff 298
Undergraduate Honor Court 299
Undergraduate Senate 300

General Schedule
8:15PM TO MIDNIGHT
• Carolina Union Tables. Photo Booth, Living Room, Swag Giveaways
• Involvement Fair: Student Organization Tables close at 11:30pm
• Campus Recreation Fair
• OUAB’s Amusement Park
• Main Stage Performances

Connect with us! #UNCFallFest
@CarolinaUnion
carolinaunion.unc.edu/FallFest